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• The importance of FPIs, particularly for the capital constrained

emerging markets, is well documented in literature

• Regulators often shape policies that attract and support FPIs.

• Recent evidence suggests that FPIs themselves can influence

policymaking

• We extend this literature by arguing that FPIs also possess

direct market-based means of instituting changes in the

domestic policies

Introduction: Importance of FPIs



Tax Threat: Media Coverage



The Time-Line and the Question

• Test direction and size of the reaction of FPIs following MAT
announcement.

• Investigate possible implications of MAT trading on stock
characteristics.

• Examine the response (direction and size) of FPIs once
government removes the tax threat.



• Significant market withdrawal by FPIs following the

effective date for MAT

• The outflow had detrimental bearing on the stock

liquidity, stock volatility and the stock prices

• No immediate and substantial inflows once

government removes the tax threat

Findings



• FPIs’ role in influencing policymaking in emerging

markets, provide evidence of new channel i.e.

market withdrawal response.

• Tax avoidance and FPI in emerging markets,

examining the magnitude of FPIs sensitivity to tax

policies.

• Whether tax subsidies are important for FPIs.

• Methodological contribution - exogenous shock

• To the conflicting literature on the destabilizing effect 

of FPIs’ trading in emerging market

Contributions



Month-wise total net equity trading in 2015 (Million Rupees)

Summary Figures



Effect of MAT Threat –DiD Results

• Difference-in-differences (DiD) method to establish causality

• Net equity trading by FPI for each sector from 1st Jan. 2003 to 31st Mar. 2015

• Top 33% of the sectors that have highest value of exposure as the treated 

group and bottom 33% of the sectors as the control group.

4.76 Million



Results – DiD regression

7.27 Million



Implication of FPIs’ Withdrawal



Implication of FPI Withdrawal
Stock volatility



Pricing effects of FPI Withdrawal
Long Strategy on Treated Firms



Pricing effects of FPI Withdrawal
Short Strategy on Control Firms



FPIs’ Market Re-entry: DiD Results



• Significant market withdrawal as a response to tax threat

• Disruptive impact of withdrawal on stock liquidity, volatility and prices

• Elimination of threat does not lead to immediate and materially
substantive inflows

• Suggest that when changes in policy of the host government are
detrimental to FPIs future prospects they could directly influence
policy changes by their market power

• Tax advantage is important attraction for FPIs and policy-makers
should take due care in formulating, announcing and implementing
policies that could effect the expected payoff of FPIs

Conclusion
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